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Definition of fill written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learner's
Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and count/noncount. It’s been six, seven
months since I wrote here. And those many months ago, I wrote about The Unmade Me, this
peculiar sense I have of being lost in my own life. Popular song lyric worksheets for English as a
second language (ESL) students, mainly classics from the 50s, 60s, and 70s. Free.
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I did this with my TEENgartener. She loved it. She had always been doing it, but saying it out
loud. We say fill in the blanks and make our own story just talking.
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It’s been six, seven months since I wrote here. And those many months ago, I wrote about The
Unmade Me, this peculiar sense I have of being lost in my own life.
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fill (fĭl) v. filled, fill·ing, fills v.tr. 1. a. To put something into (a container, for example) to capacity or
to a desired level: fill a glass with milk; filled.
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Simple diagram of a heart with basic labels for the chambers, a few valves, and major arteries
and veins.
Definition of fill written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learner's
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preposition ON ! on television on a diet on the whole on an expedition
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